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Provides case histories to illustrate the clinical psychiatrist's account of new breakthroughs in the
diagnosis and treatment of the learning disorder, dyslexia, and will be offering advice for family
members, teachers, and doctors.
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Good reference info Explains a whole lot. I am personaly greatful for Dr. Five Stars Excellent book
on dyslexia Listens to Patients I read this reserve when my child was 5 yrs old.!After the meds, not
only may i read and retain everything at least three times faster, but my general well-being improved
in hours -- simply as in the cases documented in the book. When I read this reserve to various
other adults I knew were dyslexic, they stated that he previously gotten their feelings & No actually
penicillin doesn't work for everyone, nonetheless it helps a lot of people. His behavior also underwent
a dramatic modification after therapy - for the same limited amount of time. An absolute life-changer!
However, I can testify that I saw, personally, the extremely solid link between corrective vestibular
stimulation (as proven to me simply by an occupational therapist), and reading problems. I did not
really believe them, as he was an extremely bright kid with an above average IQ (according to
assessments, and as everyone kept telling me. her greatest friend are both dyslexic. They don't
really have the same symptoms, but they possess the same diagnosis. Ultimately, sensory
integration therapy was only partly useful, as the consequences of therapy weren't long-term,
however sensory integration therapy is still in its very first stages, with therapists primarily using a
"trial and error" technique (each therapist I saw diagnosed him in a different way). Levinson's book
explained why our child couldn't tie his shoes yet, and continues to be learning at Age 7. Even more
space was given around each phrase and between the lines. He did possess tremendous difficulty
understanding how to read. Somebody finally understands my life! They told me that he would have
trouble understanding how to browse. Levinson. I had read his book "Wise but feeling Dumb" and
had it dog-eared with notes, highlighting, and stickies.I felt, while We was reading it - that someone
could finally placed into words what my life was like. Plus the book was readable, not because it
had few webpages, or graphs & charts .. Levinson did the effort to get to underneath of the
dysfunction and fought the party-range. but since it was spaced properly. It wasn't an
instantaneous cure but it worked well.This was not at all something you noticed immediately - I had
to learn it in the book - but when I compared it to other books - Dr, Levinson was right! Over and
over. This only lasted for a couple of hours, at most a day, then he'd regress to reading very, very
gradually and stumbling over the words. Levinson's look after 5 years. And my entire life is easier,
not radically, just that days are great, they are less difficult, and I don't struggle they way I did
before. She actually is a different child and can't end reading and composing... Under Dr. Some
developer offered it a font that will not work like the reserve. After a session of sensory integration
therapy (correctly done), he suddenly go through fluently and quickly.) Well, these were right, and I
was wrong. Levinson's since 2005 Did not read this book. Complications I have had for decades
are no more problems.. Levinson.My child was diagnosed with sensory integratin disorder at age
three. For my 50th birthday, I gave myself the present to be evaluated by Dr. My child &JilMac -
affected individual of Dr. Thank goodness! Dr. Absolutely no results. I'll bring that up to him at my
Annual go to.I have been under Dr. This supplied us the help we required when no-one else did. It
changed my daughters existence. I saw my boy reading fluently after a SI program, it was like a
light change - on/off. The problem being that it seemed to switch off after a certain amount of time.
symptoms best.. I suspect that whenever they come up with a way for parents to get this done
therapy easily in the home - each day - we could have seen a "get rid of" to these neurologically
based problems. Fortunately for us, a competent researcher had two dyslexic daughters. He was
calm, content, and easy to deal with.!. As a dyslexic, I read the reserve, took the recommended
medicine and the improvement was immediate and drastic. Does it work for everyone?Luckily for
struggling dyslexics, your physician had daughters who were dyslexic. Many people owe this guy
their lives.. If you are severely dyslexic, you will be nearly scared how well he currently knows most
of your life, via the accounts and a large number of individuals he has seen.I wasted countless



thousands on educational 'methods', and therapies (neurofeedback, psychological).! I struggled five
times as hard to just get by academically and in life. As my self-esteem and psychological stability
deteriorated with my wellness from the unlimited and constant stress and fatigue, my family suffered
terribly aswell --and everyone connected with me. The just book with a treatment plan that gets at
the main of the dyslexic syndrome Wise But Feeling Dumb may be the most informative publication
ever compiled by a Medical Doctor who has truly gone against the grain of mainstream remedies,
and arrived of it helping thousands. Levinson and his persistence. This Guy is a Genius I developed
chronic exhaustion which came shortly after I was diagnosed with ADHD.! Joanne S. Dizziness,
fatigue, inattentiveness, and even depression have been my salient symptoms.I always was smarter
than most kids throughout school until late in senior high school when I felt my cognitive capacity
was declining quickly. It almost experienced like I was aboard a angling vessel and swaying in the
sea (literally).Right now I am dizzy the vast majority of the period to the idea of seeking to lay out
instead of stand up. I'm not really sure the writer or anyone for that matter knows how these anti
nausea and allergy medicines work, but I could care much less. It works. After exploring hormone
therapy and virtually every form of alternative medication and nutritional changes I have finally found
something that matches up with my symptoms properly and works as a treatment. Dr. That's why
we went to see Dr. But most of all, for years I resided with the awful confusion and nagging doubt
that I was dumb and lazy..! Please read it! It helped her tremendously. The problem with ADHD can
be that the stimulant medicines used do not always function, probably because they do not
address the root of the problem in many cases like mine, an inner ear problem.! I got this reserve
when our son was learning how exactly to go through because we idea that he was showing
signals of dyslexia. When I experienced the first section of the reserve, I realized how many other
things were all linked to the same root problem.We spent money and time on tutors, made him
practice reading (which he hated). Her tummy aches, dizziness and dance letters all went aside with
recommended treatment. It managed to get clear why he couldn't ride his bike without training tires
at 7 when the 4-year-old next door could fly down the street. She showed sighs of improvement
within 1 week and continues to build up with her quality level after 1 1/2 years. We'd almost written
off the very thought of dyslexia because our child became a fabulous reader almost over night once
he figured it out. This book was the first I read that made sense. We used to spend hours working
on homework that other children did in a quarter-hour. After reading the publication, we went to see
Dr. Levinson. Actually, after seven days on his treatment, our child was doing his work in half the
time and without the tears that he used to have. Now about 4 weeks into his treatment, we remain
enhancing measurably. We still possess frustrating times, but they are considerably fewer in number
and are less intense.Now my life is beginning in earnest, because of Dr. Good reference information.
Levinson for his perserverence in addressing the primary cause of the dyslexic syndrome and its
own far reaching effects. I've felt - experientially - the positive results of experiencing a reversal of
deep rooted learning disabilites within an exceptable time framework.. The only thing this Doctor and
his book can not give back is lost time. If anyone or their kids are having dyslexic like problems, it is
recommended that this is the very first book you read. Without doubt the very best book ever
written on the subject. I know many other "experts" desire to disagree but there is no other reason
for her immediate turn around. He wants to read, but this book was still a life-changer.However, the
link is certainly there.] (Take note: the font on the internet site is NOTHING like the books! Levinson's
path, My daughter's reading proceeded to go from 1st to 3rd grade (grade level) almost instantly.
Her hand composing and spelling also improved.I recommend you visit his site [. Thank God
because of this book and Dr. We also realize why he struggles with composing even though the
outcome looks nearly ideal.  Levinson plus they both have experienced similar improvements. I've not



read his book, but I have researched his theories. I've recommended two other households to Dr.
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